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Abstract
The objective of this paper is to develop a smart IoT based light control system. Due to
negligence and forgetfulness, many instances occur in establishments where the electrical appliances are left
turned on even if there no human presence in a room. This is one of the most prominent cases of electricity
wastage prevalent in society. Hence there is a need for an intelligent system that can ensure both efficiency
and effectiveness. This project combines IoT, Artificial Intelligence and Image Processing which are powerful
modern technologies. In this system, object detection methods are used which enable us to control appliances
in a specific spatial region. It also uses image processing methods which are more efficient than conventional
IR blaster-based home automation systems. Conventional IR blasters inevitably come with a fallacy where
any and all objects that obstruct the infrared ray trigger whatever response the system was programmed to
achieve. These actions that are only meant for actual human beings can now be activated by any object. This
produces an undesired result. This paper proposes a system which can efficiently utilize the lighting output
and minimize the wastage of electricity by controlling the electrical appliances by detecting changes in the
position of the humans in the room.
INTRODUCTION
Lighting automation is certainly not another thing for us. The current systems are worked
physically and it is a dull task to turn on/off the light every time understudies enter/leave the homeroom. The
accessible items in the market are expensive and are not exact. Indeed, even the use of IR sensors has an issue
related with it. Infrared sensors can keep tally of various individuals going into/leaving the room however
can't distinguish if the room is involved or not and even infrared radiations are hurtful.
Despite the fact that there is a great deal of items accessible in the market which will turn on/off
lights dependent on the human presence or nonattendance separately. Yet, the issue is that accessible
innovation requires a major framework (For instance existing switchboards must be supplanted with new
ones). However, we will utilize the current switchboards and CCTV cameras, which are preinstalled in a large
portion of the instructive foundations. In light of the study led in the grounds, we understood that there is an
extraordinary requirement for the programmed framework for turning on/off of mains dependent on human
presence/nonappearance. Pretty much every ground need such a gadget as it is an issue which is generally
found in each ground. So, everybody can use this advancement absent a lot of substitution in the current
framework. So, we need to build up an exact and savvy gadget which will precisely identify an individual and
take a legitimate choice of turning on/off of light, which will be totally programmed. Our paper presents a
basic and influential idea wherein, We are utilizing picture preparing strategy to distinguish the movement
and dependent on the outcome whether to kill on/off the force flexibly to the homeroom .When the raspberry
pi boots up the content which incorporates the way of the proposed calculation begins executing and starts
identifying the movement of articles by contrasting the reference picture and the current picture caught by the
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camera. In the event that there is any movement recognized, at that point the calculation sends raspberry pi a
message that there is somebody present in the study hall and it needs to turn on the introduced GPIO pin
which thusly triggers the transfer and turns on the fundamental force gracefully. On the off chance that there
is no movement distinguished, at that point the GPIO pin isn't turned on as is the fundamental force flexibly
gave to the study hall.
HOME AUTOMATION SYSTEMS
Home Automation systems have built up a ton from an earlier time. Also, with the progressing
time the home automation systems have made the existence simpler for humans regarding controlling the
different family electrical and mechanical apparatuses. Home automation is essentially mechanizing the
control of our home so it works for us, including accommodation and making our life simpler even while
sparing energy. It tends to be as essential as darkening light with a controller or as mind boggling as setting
up of an organization of machines in your home, for example, an indoor regulator, security framework,
lighting and apparatuses) that can be modified utilizing a fundamental regulator or even with your mobile
phone from anyplace on the planet! It is presently conceivable, utilizing remote home automation gadgets
with cutting edge Z-Wave innovation, to control each part of your home climate without introducing a
solitary wire. The definition and abilities of home automation have changed significantly throughout the long
term. Thirty years back, when home automation was infrequently thought of by a great many people,
shoppers were guaranteed "the home of things to come." Home automation was known principally to X10
lovers and was introduced by experts in extravagance homes. [1] Today's innovation causes it to introduce
their own home control systems, and home automation was once in a while thought of by a great many
people, purchasers were guaranteed "the home of things to come." Home automation was known principally
to X10 devotees and was introduced by experts in extravagance homes. The present innovation makes it
easier and more moderate for homeowners to buy and introduce their own home control systems, and home
automation has at long last become a standard reality for the normal purchaser needing to live in a "brilliant
home"
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Fig 1: System Architecture
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT WORK
The proposed strategy can be actualized continuously and is solid in programmed controlling of lights with no
human intercession. What's more, due to the utilization of picture handling procedure, a visual portrayal can
likewise be caught and it tends to be additionally utilized for security purposes and this video can likewise be
gotten to by a far-off PC.
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PROPOSED RESEARCH WORK
This paper on programmed control of intensity gracefully in homeroom utilizing Image Processing is
picture preparing based, be that as it may, no restriction is included as item acknowledgment includes
foreseeing just the classes of articles present in the picture and not actually where the item is found. In the
System proposed humans are limited, henceforth the apparatuses can be controlled section insightful rather
than a solitary control for the whole territory secured by the camera.
R-CNN is a cutting-edge visual item identification framework that joins base up locale proposition
with rich highlights registered by a convolutional neural organization. In contrast to the past best outcomes,
R-CNN accomplishes this exhibition without utilizing logical rescoring or a group of highlight types. Could
separate among humans and non-humans.
Python
Python is an elevated level, universally useful and a famous programming language. Python
programming language (most recent Python 3) is being utilized in web advancement, Machine Learning
applications, alongside all bleeding edge innovation in Software Industry.
This exceptionally planned Python instructional exercise will assist you with learning Python
Programming Language in most productive manner, with the themes from essentials to cutting edge (like
Web-scratching, Django, Deep-Learning, and so forth) with models. Python Programming Language is very
appropriate for Beginners, likewise for experienced developers with other programming dialects like C++ and
Java.
The following are a few realities about Python Programming Language
1.Python is at present the most broadly utilized multi-reason, significant level programming language.
2.Python permits programming in Object-Oriented and Procedural ideal models.
3.Python projects by and large are more modest than other programming dialects like Java. Developers need
to type generally less and space requirement of the language, makes them comprehensible constantly.
4.Python language is being utilized by practically all tech-monster organizations like – Google, Amazon,
Facebook, Instagram, Dropbox, Uber… and so forth.
5.The greatest quality of Python is gigantic assortment of standard library which can be utilized for the
accompanying:
• Machine Learning
• GUI Applications (like Kivy, Tkinter, PyQt etc.)
• Web frameworks like Django (used by YouTube, Instagram, Dropbox)
• Image processing (like OpenCV, Pillow)
• Web scraping (like Scrapy, BeautifulSoup, Selenium)
• Test frameworks
• Multimedia
• Scientific computing
• Text processing and many more.
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OpenCV
OpenCV is a gigantic open-source library for PC vision, AI, and picture handling. OpenCV underpins
a wide assortment of programming dialects like Python, C++, Java, and so forth It can handle pictures and
recordings to recognize articles, faces, or even the penmanship of a human. At the point when it is
coordinated with different libraries, for example, Numpy which is a profoundly streamlined library for
mathematical activities, at that point the quantity of weapons increments in your Arsenal i.e whatever tasks
one can do in Numpy can be joined with OpenCV.
OpenCV is one of the most well-known PC vision libraries. In the event that you need to begin your
excursion in the field of PC vision, at that point an exhaustive comprehension of the concepts of OpenCV is
of principal significance.
In this article, I will attempt to present the most fundamental and significant concepts of OpenCV in a natural
way.
This article will cover the accompanying subjects
1.Reading an image
2.Extracting the RGB estimations of a pixel
3.Extracting the Region of Interest (ROI)
4.Resizing the Image
5.Rotating the Image
6.Drawing a Rectangle
7.Displaying text
OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision) is a PC vision library that contains different capacities to
perform procedure on Images or recordings. OpenCV library can be utilized to play out various procedure on
recordings.
We should perceive how to play a video utilizing the OpenCV Python.
To catch a video, we have to make a VideoCapture object. VideoCapture have the gadget file or the
name of a video record. Gadget list is only the number to determine which camera. In the event that we pass
0, at that point it is for first camera, 1 for second camera so on. We catch the video outline by outline.
RESULTS

Fig 2: Anaconda Navigator
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Fig 3: Spyder Python

Fig 4: Coding

Fig 5: Light

Fig 6: Image Detection
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Fig 7: Compile

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
In this paper we have introduced a productive methodology for recognize the human from the camera
and we are sending reaction to machines. In our future work, we have wanted to include future called home
security alongside automation by perceiving the humans for security reason by utilizing face
acknowledgment.
CONCLUSION
The paper examines a methodology that can recognize humans in each fragment and machines can be
controlled by the presence or nonappearance of humans in the room. Additionally, the item discovery
instrument safeguards only humans can trigger the apparatus state change and some other article or creature
would not trigger the machine state change. This methodology expects cameras to be introduced in the rooms
where the instrument is to be actualized if any current camera-based reconnaissance isn't now executed.
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